**MatchWAND DF-MR005**

High CRI and wide CCT produces the perfect lighting conditions!

**APPLICATION**  
Super bright LED with high CRI for color matching, paint polishing, and detailing.

**FEATURE & BENEFITS**
- **3 LIGHT COLOR** - Wide CCT range from 2700 to 6500K, to visualize truer color.
- **REPLACEABLE LENS** - Easily change for routine maintenance.
- **MAGNET & HOOK MOUNTS** - Magnets at the base and back of the unit. A hide-away hook is located at the top.
- **180° ADJUSTABLE HANDLE** - Point the lamp at the right angle when mounted to a vertical surface.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Light Source: High CRI 3 Color COB LED
- Luminous Power (Full): 500 Lumen
- CCT: 2700K | 4500K | 6500K
- Operating Time (Full): 2.5 Hours
- Battery: Li-Ion 3.7V, 2600 mAh, 9.62Wh
- Charging Time: 4 Hours
- Charging Input: DC 5V 1A
- Degree of Protection: IP 65, IK 07
- Operating Temp: 15° F to 105° F
- Warranty: 1 Year

**CAPABILITIES**
- Replicate True Color
- 180° Adjustable Handle
- Magnet & Hook Mounts

**STORAGE**
Slide the wand into the included charging dock for overnight charging or store in a drawer when not in use.

The MatchRight DF-MR005 MatchWAND 3 Color LED Wand Lamp is a super bright rechargeable flood lamp that fits in the palm of your hand. The high CRI lamp is the perfect light solution for producing the perfect lighting conditions while paint color matching and detailing. Easily mount the lamp with 3 mounting options: magnet on the back, magnet on the base, or a top mounted hanger that unfolds and folds into the back of the unit. A 180° adjustable handle helps point the lamp at the right angle when magnetically mounted to a surface. The replaceable lens easily unscrews when it is time to change for routine maintenance. The battery indicator lets you know when it is time to charge and how much of a charge is left in the battery. An impact and moisture resistant body protects the unit against falls and spills. The included USB charger and wall mountable base unit is able to charge the unit in 4 hours. On a full charge the MatchWAND will last for approximately 2.5 hours in Full Power Mode (approx. 4 hours in ECO Mode).